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You are so far away and so often in my mind
News from KROK...
Alumni of KROK UAA are actively participating in KROK Career Camp, 
the annual
twoweek camp for senior students, that aims to prepare them for the first job. This year the
Career Camp is held on 1122 April and precedes the job fair, that will be organized in late
April.
The program on April 11 included Couch Session on building a future career, setting
professional goals up to 2020, creating a career plan, mapping visualization of future career
and what is very important  getting motivated to achieve professional goals. On April 12,
2016 Business breakfast with successful practitioners, managers, executives and
entrepreneurs was held. The event was organized in a comfortable atmosphere – with a cup
of coffee and cakes the students acquired the best practices of business professionals,
became motivated by success stories and received tips on how to become specialists, build
career and achieve success. Alumni share information on the realities of the labor market,
working conditions for young professionals, salaries and career prospects in the industry,
shared experience on solving of real business problems, that significantly increases the
chances of getting dream job.
On the pictures you see the speakers of Business breakfast  entrepreneursalumni of KROK
University and the students, participants of the event.
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KROK Career Camp is created to help students to set goals of their career for the next 5
years and develop a plan to achieve them. The most appropriate jobs for the students are
selected. The students learn to create resumes to interest the employer, place their profiles
on the most popular employment websites, learn how to present themselves at the interview
with the employer and overcome stress.
From: KROK

School of IT in KhNURE…
"Many American students want to study in Ukraine, bearing in mind that any scientific
potential has maintained since the Soviet times",  said American businessman known
Ukrainian investor Michael Blazer at a meeting with students and professors of Kharkiv
National University of Radio Electronics held April 8.
He graduated from the Faculty of Electronic Engineering more than 40 years ago and
received a specialty "Digital electronics and quantum physics." After graduation, he
emigrated to the United States, built a career managing large companies, but after the
collapse of the Soviet Union began to work closely with the business for independent
Ukraine.
Michael Blazer told the audience about his life from an engineer to the control of large
corporations and the founder of investment funds.
"Many people come to the United States or Europe and just looking for a place to study,
wanting to get a foreign diploma. I, having the engineering degree, went to work
immediately. All I know now and I am able to do build on the basis of NURE Education. "
Back in Ukraine, he was persuaded to persistent friends, who did not lose faith in a bright
future of the country.
"When I first came to independent Ukraine, the first impression was a frustrating experience:
the ruined enterprise, uncertainty. But what I saw in the eyes of the people here a lot of
potential, that pushed me to work with local companies. "
In his conversation with the students Blazer repeatedly touched the educational system of
Ukraine.
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"Ukraine has inherited the reputation of a country with a strong scientific potential and
efficient educational system. So far, it is known as a country where they prepare good
physicists, mathematicians, scientists in the field of astronautics. We need to build on this a
marketing strategy and to attract foreign students. Even many American students want to
learn a lot from our professors, if they had the chance. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
a student exchange program. I'm sure they would be in a great demand among the students
from American universities ",  says Michael.
And finally, Michael Blazer advised students to apply to study consciously. He stressed that
any area of 
science teaches man to think and that is the ability to acquire university
graduates. The rest is secondary.
From: KhNURE (by 
Oleksandr Kuzomin
)

Start Up of ChNU Students..
On the base of Oles Honchar Dnipropetrovsk National University was held II round Ukrainian
competition of student research papers of natural, technical and humanitarian sciences
2015/2016 academic years for the industry "Chemical Sciences" in which participated 14
students from 8 regions of Ukraine.
Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University was represented by Master's students in the
specialty "Chemistry":
1.
Koshova Yana, Eugenia Velihina with scientific work "Derivatives of
3.4dyhidropirymidyn2one as inhibitors decomposition hydroperoxide Kumen"
(supervisor prof. Lyavynets O. S. );
2. Julia Narayevska with scientific work "Preparation and photocatalytic properties
based TiO2 and 4'Ndymetylaminoflavanola" (supervisor Assoc. Kondratieff I. V.).
Following the results of the competition Koshova Yana and Eugenia Velihina won the II
degree diploma and Julia Narayevska  diploma III degree.
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From: ChNU (by Olexander Ushenko)
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Upcoming events
When
Jun 16
Nov 16
Jan 17
Jan 17

What
Int. Highlight event
June 2729
PSC5
Sustainability training
EAN staff
Strategy workshop
ministry / university

Who's invited
EANET staf + Buss. Relations +
Alumni Entr.
EANET contact person
EANET contact person + project
members

Where

Ministries / University Staff
EANET staf + Buss. Relations +
Alumni Entr.

HvA

May 17 Int. Highlight event
Sustainability workshop
May 17 Tbiblisi
Ministries / University Staff
May 17 PSC6
EANET contact person
Jun 17
Jul 17

HvA

ISU
ISU
ISU

Finalize uploading requested documents
End of Tempus funding, EANET exist autonomously
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